WEB OF DATA
Joint RuSSIR/EDBT Summer School
August 15 — 19, 2011, Saint Petersburg

The summer school will feature courses from leading researchers in the area of information retrieval and database technology:

“Knowledge Harvesting from Web Sources” Gerhard Weikum (Max-Planck-Institut Informatik);

“Advances in Information Retrieval Evaluation” Ben Carterette (University of Delaware), Evangelos Kanoulas (University of Sheffield), and Emine Yilmaz (Microsoft Research);

“Top-K Processing for Search and Information Discovery in Social Applications” Sihem Amer-Yahia (Yahoo! Research) and Julia Stoyanovich (University of Pennsylvania);

“Multimedia Queries and Indexing” Stefan Rueger (The Open University);

“Mining query logs to improve web search engines’ operations” Salvatore Orlando (Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia), Raffaele Perego (Istituto di Scienze e Tecnologie dell’Informazione A. Faedo), and Fabrizio Silvestri (Istituto di Scienze e Tecnologie dell’Informazione A. Faedo);

“Sentiment Strength Detection in the Social Web” Mike Thelwall (University of Wolverhampton);

“An Introduction to Social Mining” Vladimir Gorovoy (Yandex) and Yana Volkovich (Barcelona Media Innovation Centre);

“Monolingual Text-to-Text Generation” Katja Filippova (Google);

“Collaborative IR” Chirag Shah (Rutgers University).

Advanced graduate and PhD students, postdocs, academic and industrial researchers, developers are welcome to apply.

Registration deadline May 25, 2011

Details:
http://romip.ru/edbt-russir2011